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Abstract
Research on the gendered division of household labour suggests that
spouses’ inequitable housework division is determined by economic, cultural
and/ or pragmatic considerations. While these factors are partially supported
by the literature on household labour division, results of this study further
suggested that women perform more housework than their spouses out of
choice and are not necessarily unhappy with their unbalanced share. The data
for the study were drawn from in-depth semi-structured interviews
administered to 30 Moroccan female primary school teachers. Building on
Thompson’s (1991) distributive justice framework, this paper focuses on
examining women’s underlying motivation for doing a far greater proportion
of housework tasks than do their husbands in spite of working for pay. It also
states the implications of such a deliberate choice.
Keywords: Housework division, fairness, gender roles, subjective factors,
Morocco
Introduction
Over the last century, advanced capitalism has made remarkable
changes in women’s lives. They have entered the labour force massively and
have joined men in social production. Therefore, the traditional nuclear
family, composed of a homemaker wife and a breadwinner husband, is no
longer the norm in all families today. In Morocco, the rate of female labour
force participation is one of the highest in the Arab world (27,1% in 2016)36,
with an increasing number of female-headed households (16,2 %), and of
wives as primary breadwinners37 in the absence of a good- paying or regular
job for the husband. However, despite the shift from single-earner to dualincome family type, household labour arrangements have lagged behind the
pace of change. In other words, though women’s participation in paid labour
36
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have begun to mirror those of men, their responsibilities at home are far
greater than those of their husbands (Berk, 1985; Belarbi, 1991; Ferree 1991;
Hochschild, 1989). In fact, research has suggested some puzzling findings.
Though they generally perform more housework than their spouses,
employed women often fail to report an inequitable division of tasks within
the household. In this paper, we attempt to contribute to the understanding of
the inequity of household labour division among dual-employed couples by
examining factors that make women shoulder much of the responsibility for
household labour though they also work outside for pay. We hypothesize,
therefore, that this “second shift”, as Hochschild (1989) refers to it, is likely
to have negative consequences on women’s well-being and thus on the
quality of their life.
Theoretical approaches to Household labour division
Different explanations have been offered by social scientists to
account for the paradoxical situation whereby women continue to perform
the bulk of domestic tasks regardless of their commitments in the workplace.
The relative resources approach, for instance, posits that resources such as
income, educational attainment or occupational status each spouse is
endowed with can serve as an implicit means to negotiate one’s release from
doing domestic chores (Bianchi, et al., 2000; Blood & Wolf, 1960; Brines,
1994; Coverman, 1985; Kamo, 1988). The time availability theory,
commonly referring to the number of hours spouses spend at work or the
degree of flexibility of a particular occupation, has also accounted for the
way couples divide family work (Coverman, 1985; Presser, 1994). These
time- availability considerations do, indeed, consider questions of rational
negotiations and immediate practicality around housework division such that
whoever has more time is supposed to perform the task or do more than the
other. Likewise, Household labour allocation has also been attributed to
spouses’ sex role attitudes (Ferree, 1990; Shelton and John, 1996; West &
Zimmerman, 1987). According to the gender ideology perspective,
housework performance by women and/or men as well as the type and
amount of it is but a symbolic enactment of the gender roles they are
socialized to conform to. Although the above three leading theoretical
perspectives provide important information on how some particular factors
are associated with the division of domestic labour, they conceptualize the
latter as an outcome rather than an inter-personal process of continuous
negotiations over family labour.
Thompson’s distributive justice framework
The distributive justice framework was initially proposed by Major
(1987) to examine perceptions of fairness at the workplace, and how these
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differ from men to women. Major’s approach is refined by Thompson (1991)
to be applied to household labour division in order to explain women’s sense
of fairness about their share through three main factors- valued outcomes,
justifications and comparison referents- formerly proposed by Major
(1987).The first component concerns what people expect from close
relationships and the symbolic meaning they give to a particular task.
Thompson (1991) explains that:
Most women experience family tasks as essential work
for the people they love, they enjoy ministering to the
needs of their loved ones and keeping the family going,
even if they do not enjoy the tasks themselves.
Thompson, 1991: 184
Therefore, as long as enjoyment and/ or psychological rewards are
derived from taking care of one’s family members, women may not
necessarily seek an equal share of domestic tasks with their spouses. They
are even more likely to be motivated to perform more. Women may also use
some comparison referents to judge the fairness of their load of housework.
They might often compare their workload with that of their own peers
(Major, 1993) or their spouses’ workload with that of their friends and
relatives’ husbands, some of whom contribute very little, and find
themselves comparatively blessed no matter how large is the bulk of
household responsibilities on their shoulders. Comparison might also be with
prior experience and expectations (Gager, 1998). The justifications women
use to evaluate the fairness of household labour allocation constitutes the
third component of Thompson’s (1991) distributive justice framework.
Several examples of gender-linked justifications can sometimes be provided
by women to account for their husbands’ lower or non-existing contribution
in domestic tasks. These justifications are further supported by societal
norms promoting gender-segregated housework tasks allocation which, from
the view of functionalist theories, is unproblematic as it maintains the natural
social order. This perspective cannot, however, be applied to today’s gender
realities in a society of dual-employed couples. The aim of this paper is to
examine the issues related to housework divisionin dual-work Moroccan
families. The main objective is to determine the factors behind women’s
choice to perform more or all of the household labour and the role of valued
outcomes and justifications in determining such a deliberate choice.
Methodology
The study is based on fieldwork research and is grounded in face-toface semi- structured interviews conducted with 30 Moroccan married
female teachers. Indeed, the fact of limiting the participants to a specific
professional group will help to decrease the variation in the other
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occupational characteristics such as the salary, the working load, the time
off, the travel opportunities and others. Another reason for focusing on
female teachers is motivated by the social belief that the job is ideal for
married women as they have more free time, their schedule is more flexible
and they are more available at home. The focus is purposefully on those with
two or more dependent school-aged children in order to reflect similar types
of household labour demands, responsibilities and socio-emotional
dynamics. Moreover, the current study focuses on women who are primarily
responsible for the performance of domestic tasks; i.e. those who do not rely
on the help of any relative or any fortnight waged domestic help. Such
narrow criteria have indeed been established with an aim to control the
possibility that variation in family type would account for variation in
observed patterns of household labour division. Most research on the
division of household labour among dual-earner couples has failed to do that,
resulting in few representatives of each family type.
To recruit participants with the demographic characteristics stated
earlier, a snowball sampling technique has been adopted. The researcher
relied initially on some acquaintances, gathered information from them, and
then asked them for assistance in identifying other women who would fit the
selection criteria. Accordingly, the chain process of referral continued to
grow until the desired sample size was obtained.
To ensure the scholarly value of the research, the participants were
given a written consent form that included explanations of the purpose of the
study, participants’ role and rights, confidentiality of the data as well as other
information regarding the researcher’s expectations. Given the importance of
qualitative interviewing in social sciences, particularly in providing a deeper
understanding of social phenomena (Mason, 2002), a semi-structured
interview guide has been designed so as gain a deeper insight into the issue
and get more information from the respondents. Effort was also made not to
monopolize the conversation and avoid biases while interacting with the
participants while focusing on the issue.
The main instruments relied a work-experiences survey that aimed at
collecting data on the characteristics of the participants’ occupation. This
included a set of questions in which the participants were asked to specify
the reasons that have led them to choose teaching as a profession, describe
the positive and negative aspects of their job, and the impact, if any, it has on
their family life. The second instrument examined participants’ housework
arrangements. More specifically, questions concerned their negotiations of
domestic tasks division, if any, with their husbands, the importance they give
to cleanliness and household maintenance as well as the tasks they like
performing and those they enjoy the least. The instruments also included a
detailed-week description plan in which participants were asked to describe
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their full day out of work including the weekend. In addition to the core
interview questions, other follow-up questions were asked for more
clarification, examples, counterexamples or details, hence allowing access to
in-depth knowledge about participants’ usually taken-for-granted activities
and/ or behavior. It is worth- noting that for the three instruments, a special
attention was to make subjects at ease because it is believed that when
participants are comfortable and trusting, they are more likely to relate richer
stories and elaborate explanations.
The data collected were transcribed and critically reviewed. More
precisely, answers to the core questions together with those of the follow-up
focus questions were analyzed by classifying them in a way to compare,
examine, conceptualize and categorize the arising concepts (Strauss &
Corbin, 1998). In so doing, some repeated ideas and elements became
apparent, and specific concepts emerged. These were, in fact, capturing
different explanations of the inequity of household labour division. The
emerging concepts were then extracted, and grouped into larger pertinent
theoretical themes. Eventually, a thematic analysis went on through a
grounded theory approach that has not however generated a completely new
theory. It has rather grounded the findings on an already existing analytical
framework in social psychology, first proposed by Major (1987) to study
perceptions of fairness in the paid labour, then elaborated by Thompson
(1991) in order to examine the cognitive and social-psychological processes
underlying the perceptions of fairness in relation to household labour
division among couples.
Results and Findings
Research on household labour division report that women’s
acceptance of an inequitable housework division might suggest an
acceptance of the social beliefs and expectations regarding the role of
women inside their households and men in the paid labour market (Blair &
Lichter, 1991; Presser, 1994; Sanchez, 1994). It might also be suggestive of
an embedded negotiation between spouses over inputs and outcomes (Ferree,
1991; Greenstein, 2000; Kamo, 1988), or of a rational allocation of tasks
based on spouses’ relative hours in their paid job (Coverman, 1985; Haddad,
1996). Although these perspectives have much been supported by the
literature, the participants raised other important issues. Despite the small
sample size, some shared beliefs, comparable priorities and similar values
have been brought to light. Most importantly, the present study revealed that
most women in the sample perform more domestic tasks than their husbands
out of choice. In other words, different internal factors proved to go into
women’s choice to do so. These relate mainly to personality attributes,
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upbringing values and standards of cleanliness and household maintenance.
Each factor is presented in details below.
Personality attributes
Different individuals have different and distinctive characteristics
that are likely to influence one’s behaviour, preferences and decisionmaking. With regard to household labour division, our concern in the present
paper, particular personality attributes proved to influence women’s own
decision to be in charge of one or more domestic task. Nawal, for instance,
though having four children and no permanent help at home, as is actually
the case for all women in the sample, chooses to do everything herself. She
qualifies herself as being a multi-task person.
Ɂalħamdulilah, kajǝmkǝ nndir bǝzzaf djallǝħwajʒ
fnafs Ɂalwaqt. kajǝmkǝn li nkunkanɣsǝllǝmmaʕǝn,
mqabla lmakla fuq lʕafja Ɂawla lfǝrran, mduwra
lmakina DSSabun, wǝ kanħǝDDǝr fǝtelefɔ:n mʕa
lӕsistt baʃ nnaχudd ʁɑ̃devu lvӕksɛ̃ djal bǝnti
dǝtǝltsnin w matalan Ɂini ʕla twimijjin ʕandhum Tnaʃl
ʕam wlǝwlijjǝd djal sǝtsnin fle dǝvwa: raʒli kajbɣi
jʕawǝn fǝlħaqiqa; walakin χaSSu jsǝwǝlni ʕla kulħaʒa
(kinder hadi? Ndir hadi bǝʕda wlahadi? ʃnu ndir
mǝnbaʕd?) Ɂidan fɣalib lɁaħjan, kangullu jǝħbas
wǝnkammǝl Ɂana, bǝnnisba ldrari, huwa ʕandu
lχaTTǝr mʕahum, kajsaʕǝdhum fǝlwaʒibat fǝlwi:kand,
mεʔana li kandir hadʃi fǝlʔusbuʕ ħit makajdχulʃ bǝkri
LDDar wǝmajǝmkanʃ drari jǝbqaw jǝtsǝnnawh.38
...Thanks to God, I am able to do things at the same
time, I can often be at the kitchen doing the dishes,
checking the food on fire or in the oven, have the
machine for the laundry going while being on the
phone with the doctor’s assistant to arrange a
meeting for my three-year-old daughter’s vaccine,
and for example supervising my 12-year-old twins
and 6-year-old son on homework as well”. My
husband offers to help a lot honestly, but he should
ask me about the details of each task. (How should
this be done? Should this be first? What should be
done next?...etc). So in many occasions, I just ask him
to stop and I just prefer to carry on. Concerning
children, my husband has got a lot of patience with
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)
For the full IPA chart, see: http://www.internationalphoneticassociation.org/content/ipa-chart
38
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the kids; he helps with homework at the weekend but
it’s me who takes charge of this on weekdays because
he comes home late and the kids cannot wait until he
comes then start homework.
Wafae, on the other hand, views a messy house as a reflection on her
as a wife and a mother. She explained that she does not accept being
negatively judged by visitors especially if someone comes in without calling
ahead. Therefore, she tries her best to maintain order and organization and
manages to keep her house in a state for entertaining amid all her other
responsibilities. Wafae also confessed how fundamental it is for hospitality
to have home-made almond-filled pastries to offer to her guests. In her
words:
ʔataj wə dwazu huwwa baʃ kanrħbu bəDjaf
Served together with mint tea, is a way to make your
guests feel welcome.
Therefore, in order not to run short of pastries, she meets with her
next-door neighbor once a month to prepare different assortments.
Upbringing values
Wassila, for example, stated that, with her three brothers and sister,
she was brought up in a very clean and well- ordered house. Wassila claimed
that she has never seen her parents’ house in an untidy state; she added that
when hosting guests, she started tidying the house, together with her mother
and sister, once the guests left (doing the dishes, arranging the dining-room,
vacuuming the carpet...), and that nothing is left for the following day. In her
own household, she therefore unquestionably follows the same path; Wassila
cites the following simple example:
...kajǝmkǝn Matalan nkun mtǝkja wɣi
nʃuf ʃiħaʒa fLarD, nnuD dikssaʕa
wǝnSawbha wla nrǝʒʒaʕha lǝbLaStha.
….for example, I can be lying on my bed and as
soon as I see something on the floor, I stand up
at once and go to arrange it.
Wassila is, for example, constantly at war with her husband over the
debate of allowing their children to play in the living room.While she is
totally against, her husband does not see a big deal with the fact of playing
around the house. When children happen to bring their toys and playthings
into the living room, she orders them to collect these as soon as they finish,
and sometimes stops them before. Her husband, however, thinks it is
nonsensical to tidy the room since the children would mess it up again
especially at weekends and holidays, and always tries to convince her that it
is just a temporary period.
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Dajman kajgulli biʔannahu drari kajkbru wə ɣadintwəħʃu
had llaħaDat.
He always tells me the children will grow up so fast and
that I will miss these moments
Wassila clearly admits that this unrestful process makes her very
exhausted but argues that she can do nothing about that since that is the way
she has been brought up.
Personal standards of cleanliness and order
A clean and neat home is undoubtedly pleasing for both the residents
and the people coming for visit. A clean and organized environment is likely
to have a positive effect on people’s well-being. In fact,some women do set
high standards of order and cleanliness in their household than others, and,
thus, choose to take the whole responsibility for the household chores than to
delegate one or more to someone who will not do the tasks in accordance
with their high standards. Madiha, for example, indicated that her husband
used to volunteer to do some of the chores, but she usually does not accept
his help. In the interview, Madiha declared that her husband has often
suggested hiring a fortnight domestic helper, but she has always rejected that
possibility, though she admits that her present situation is stressing and very
tiring. She stated that she prefers to spend all day doing housework than to
delegate her household tasks to someone who will not perform them properly
or correctly, i.e. according to her own standards of quality, order or
cleanliness. Domestic servants, she said, just move everything out of sight or
simply move the mess around and pack things into cupboards; her husband
and her ten- year-old daughter, she said, have the same tidying techniques
whenever they are asked to help. In fact, some women like things to be done
in a certain way known only to them. As Madiha said:
ʕandi Tariqti ʔalχaSSa wǝraʒli maɣajǝʕrafʃ
nihaʔijjǝn jdir dakʃi binafs TTariqa
I have my own proper method; my husband will
definitely not know how to do that in the same
way.
With respect to cooking, Madiha adds:
….Ɂana ʕandi raʒǝl kajTajǝb ʕlajǝn kulʃi
wǝkajʕaʒbu jTajjǝb, kajǝn ʃimarat huwa li
kajTajjǝb fǝlwikand wla faʃ makankunʃ Ɂana
fDDar, walakin majǝmkanʃ lik ttSawri rrwina
fǝlkuzina mǝnbaʕd (TTbajǝʕ wǝLaSuS fǝlħajT)
mankdǝbʃ ʕlik mabqqitʃ kanχalih jǝdir taʃiħaʒa ħi
tkanaʕrǝf ʔaʃ kajtsannani mǝnbaʕd dak laɣda
ʔawlla laʕʃa.
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...My husband knows how to cook nearly
everything and he quite loves that, he used to live
alone here in Casablanca before marriage; his
parents live in Oujda. I guess that helped him a lot.
So, it happens that he cooks lunch or dinner at
weekends or when I am not home, but you cannot
imagine the mess in the kitchen after he finishes
(stains and sauce everywhere). To tell you the truth
I no longer let him do anything now because I
know what I would expect in the kitchen after that
meal.
The above example provided by the participant above justifies her
choice to take the responsibility for cooking since she believes that her
husband, despite his skill, will not do it the way she would.
Another example of participants whose husbands are willing to
contribute to family tasks but who choose not to share is Nezha. The latter
described herself as being too perfectionist and obsessive about the state of
her home.
ʔana mwǝsawssa
I am obsessed with order
Because of her obsessive-compulsive personality, Nezha always
seeks a certain level of perfection and exactness in all housework and
childcare chores. For instance, the table needs to be properly and
aesthetically set for breakfast, lunch and dinner; clothes need to be
symmetrically aligned in the wardrobes and shoes meticulously lined up in
closets and taken off before entering the home as she considers them to be
just for the outdoors. In doing this, things are generally arranged a certain
number of times before Nezha finally gets satisfied of the result. She went on
saying that if something is out of place, she stresses very quickly:
…Dikssaʕa kajDarrni raSi ʔila kanat lħaʒa maʃi fmakanha
…If something is out of place, I feel as if I have a headache.
While justifying her choice to perform everything around the house,
Nezha said that she would readily and happily share the household chores
equally with her husband if the latter would perform them to her own
standards of quality, which her husband describes as too excessive, but
which she cannot lower.
Task Competence
Competence in a particular task, through education, training,
experience or innate abilities, usually affects people’s performance of it.
Culinary competence, for instance, implies a knowledge of how and what to
prepare as well as an interest in that activity. It might also involve an ability
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to perform multiple meal preparation activities in parallel. Women have long
been associated with being in the kitchen; thus, everyday cooking has
culturally been, and still seems to be, women’s responsibility. Men do cook
sometimes, but often get credit if they do and are praised for their efforts
more than women. Most female participants in this study claimed they are
more qualified to take charge of cooking since they perform it, in most cases,
better than their husbands. To competence, two of our participants added the
role of nutritional personal health knowledge in the quality of their food
selection and preparation of meals.
Furthermore, because fathers have become, by and large, more
involved in childcare activities, some women enjoy seeing their husbands
spending time with their children. Wassila, for instance, eagerly takes the
responsibility for all housework tasks as long as her husband takes care of
the children. In her words:
...ʔalʔab djalhum kajʕǝʒbu jǝlʕab mʕahum,
jǝlawnu, jǝnaqzu huwa mǝn ʔǝnnawǝʔ li kiħmaq
ʕǝla wǝladu wǝkajdir lihum ʔalχaTTǝr kajǝmkǝn
nǝbqa fDDar ʔana naqdi ʃǝɣul wǝ huwa
kajχarrǝʒhum bǝdarraʒaat ʔaw Trɜ:tinεT ʔila
ʔaχirih……liDaraʒat maʕamru maqtarǝħ nχarʒu
ɣirʔ ana wijjah bla bihum wǝhadʃi ʔana kajkfini
bħajǝt makanTLǝbʃ mǝnnu ʔaktar jǝsʕadni wǝla
ʃiħaʒa.
...Their father likes playing with them, they can
colour, jump together and so on; sometimes, he
takes them out with their bicycles or scooters
while I stay in; he really adores his children, he
has never suggested that we go out (he and I)
alone without the kids; this I think is enough for
me, so I don’t ask him to do more, for example
helping me with other routine tasks concerning
the kids, the house or something like that.
Specific Task Preference
Cooking, for instance, is known to be one of the most enjoyable
hobbies for many people. This is the case of Hayat who is very keen on
cooking. She considers the latter to be her most preferred free-time activity
and escape as it eases her whenever she does not feel well. Hayat particularly
enjoys combining flavors, trying new ingredients and preparing different
sauces:
Makanħas biʔannani fDari ħtta kankun
fǝlmaTbaχ; faʃ kankun mqalqa, kanǝmʃi nSawǝb
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ʃiħaʒa ʒdida wla ʃi ħaʒa tǝʕʒab lawlidat,
mǝndajman kan kajʕʒabni nTTijǝb, mni
kanʕandi Tnaʃ lʕam, bdit kanʃri ktuba djal
kuzina wkanħawǝl nħaDDǝr Ɂuklat mutanawiʕa
lDarna wkǝnt kanǝfraħ bǝzzaf mni kandakʃi
kajSDaq wkajʕʒǝbhum, liDaraʒat Ɂannani kunt
gaʕ baɣa ntǝbbaʕ had Ɂalmajdan lawla Ɂanna
ɁalɁab qnaʕni ndir Ɂattaʕlim ħit ʕla ħsab hDartu
munasib li ɁalmarɁa.
I do not feel at home unless I am in the kitchen;
whenever I feel upset, I start preparing a new or
exotic dish or something the kids love. I have
always enjoyed cooking, when I was 12, I
started to buy cookbooks and tried to produce
different dishes for my family and I got very
happy when I succeeded and happier when
everybody loved what I prepared. I even wanted
to follow a career in cooking but my father
convinced me to do teaching, which, he said, is a
practical and stable job for women.
Warda, on the other hand, explained that food shopping is one of her
favorite things ever since she was young; she put:
...kanǝmʃi fwǝsTT lɁusbuʕ baʃ manlqaʃ zzħam
dǝlwi:kand, kanfǝDDaL nǝmʃi buħditi, kanmʃi mhǝnja
lidalik ʕamri maħtaʒit ʃi musaʕada, wǝmni kǝnt mazal
fDarna wana kajʕʒǝbni nǝmʃi nǝtqǝdda.
...I especially go on weekdays to avoid the crowd of
the weekend, and I prefer going alone, it is
something that I enjoy doing so I have never asked
for help.
Therefore, how much a person likes or dislikes a particular
housework task affects his or her proportion of it since he or she will not
mind taking the responsibility for that task.
Husband’s lack of self-initiative
Some of the women interviewed acknowledged that their husbands
helped in the performance of quite many domestic tasks but at the same time
voiced their dissatisfaction in relation to their husbands’ lack of initiative to
do a particular task without being asked to. Specifically, though they are
sometimes helped by their husbands, these women explained that were the
ones who initiated, managed and organized all housework and childcare
chores including those done by their husbands. Even taking out the garbage,
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Rajae confessed, is a task which is sometimes initially carried out by the
woman herself. Though Rajae’s husband is said to be in charge of taking the
garbage out, she claims she is the one who arranges the latter, puts it in
plastic bags, ties the bags tight and puts them next to the door. Her husband
then has just to take it outdoors at her request. One might conclude then that
despite some contribution from husbands, the whole responsibility for
household labour falls primarily on women’s shoulders.
Importance of husband’s providership
Because society generally places higher importance on men’s job and
expect men to be the family breadwinner or at least to earn more than their
wives, we have found that women in the current sample, particularly those
whose husbands are in managerial or professional occupations, prioritize
their husbands’ financial and career goals over their own. One participant,
Fadoua, openly admitted that her husband’s business career needs to come
first; for that, she willingly accepts to be in charge of everything concerning
the house and the children.
...ʔana mǝstaʕǝdda ndi rkulʃi ɣirjǝχdam huwa ʔana
gaʕ jla glast mǝn lχadma maɣanmutʃ walakin huwa
la mʃa tamatmǝʃatʃ lu ʃarika wla ʃajʔ mǝn had lqabil,
ɣanǝmʃiw fiha kamlin.
…I am ready to do everything around the house, he
just needs to work. If ever I stop work and stay home,
I won’t die; whereas if his business is not going well
or something like that, we’ll get in a real trouble.
Attention and Care for the Spouse
In an attempt to care for their husbands, some women choose to be in
charge of all the household chores and do not complain about any unfairness
regarding tasks allocation. Nawal, who qualified herself as a multi-tasks
person, as emphasized above, has also admitted that among the reasons
which make her do everything by herself is a personal effort to care for her
husband, make him glad to come home instead of immersing himself in
outside activities at the expense of family time. For that, Nawal is ready to
cook the things he likes, keeps the house clean and well-arranged, takes time
to listen to him when he gets back home in the evening...etc. In her words:
...DDar χaSha tkun makan li ʔarraħa bǝnnǝsba li
ʔarraʒul fin jǝnsa maʃakil ʔalʕamal.... raʒli kajsijjǝr
ʃarika djalu, kajχdǝm bǝzzaf, ʔidan badal manTLǝb
mǝnnu jsaʕǝdni, kanχǝlih jǝrttaħ, kansmǝʕ lih faʃ
kajǝħtaʒ jǝtkǝllam, kanħaDDǝr lih ʃhi:wa:t, kanffǝʃu
ʃwijjǝʃ…rraʒǝl kimma galu nas zman, Ɂilamalqaʃ
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Ɂǝrraħa w ǝlɁihtimam fǝDDar, ɣajqallǝb ʕlihum
fmakan Ɂaχǝr, rʒal hakka dajrin, wmaʃi ʕlaqallǝt
lǝʕjalat li kajtssǝnaw ɣi had lfurSSa.
...The household should be a place where men can
relax and forget the problems of work, she said.
―My husband runs his own company, he really
works hard, so instead of asking him to help; I rather
listen to him whenever he needs talking, I prepare the
dishes he likes, I am spoiling him ...laughs. If a man
doesn’t feel enough attention and rest at home from
his wife, he will seek that elsewhere; this is how men
are, and there are many women whose job is to make
designs on married men and just wait for such an
opportunity.
In this quotation, it is clear that Nawal considers herself a wise
woman who believes that a successful marriage is the foundation of a healthy
and happy family. She is entirely convinced of the need to meet her
husband’s needs and keep her house going by creating a peaceful and wellmanaged environment.
Wafae, on the other hand, claimed she does everything around the
house because her husband, a cab driver, has a very tiring job and tends to
spend all the day out:
fǝlħaqiqa, χdamtu mutʕiba, ʒiddan, kajbqa nha
rkullu kajSug fǝʃams, ʔidan ʕadi ʔannahu faʃ jʒi
lDDar jǝbɣi jǝrtaħ. Waχa nkun ʕijana kanaħʃǝm
nTLab mannu ʃiħaʒa.
His job is very tiring; he keeps driving all the
day, so it’s quite normal to take rest when he
comes home. Even when I get tired, I don’t dare
ask him for anything.
Lack of alternative options
Apart from those female participants who chose not to share family
tasks with their husbands because of different reasons pointed to above, the
study also showed that some women do expect a shared responsibility. These
women continuously ask their spouses to help in particular tasks. However,
because their requests are generally not implemented, they just end up
pursuing the task themselves and give up seeking assistance from the
husband. This wife demand/ husband withdrawal pattern, as Kluwer et.al
(1997) name it, make women who are relationship-oriented carry the task
themselves to avoid conflict and build a stress-free marital relationship.
Malika, for instance, claimed that when she asks for help from her husband,
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though just occasionally, if she is not well, sick or when the load is too
heavy, the latter usually promises he would do the requested task once the
program on television finishes or once he takes some rest but ends up doing
nothing. Malika also adds that because he is a slow kind of a person who
grew up in a very slow-paced environment as she claimed, she cannot even
rely on him in driving the kids to school because she knows that they will
never be on time to classes. The latter then wakes up at around seven o’clock
having only the task of preparing himself for work. She therefore finds
herself with no alternative but performing everything herself.
...majǝmkanʃ nχχǝlli lħaʒa hakkak, faʃ kajkunu
lǝmmaʕǝn mʕarmin fǝlӕvӕbɔ: kanǝbqa tanǝbqa
wǝnaɣsalhum ʔana fħaldima.
...I can’t leave the task undone, when dishes are piled
up in the sink, I end up doing them myself as is
always the case.
Effect of distributive justice
While economic, rational and social theories39 are important in
examining household labour division, they have provided insufficient
explanations of the imbalance of tasks allocation among dual- income
working couples. Therefore, because the patterns explained by these theories
remain puzzling, support has also been shown for the distributive justice
framework. In fact, based on the interviews with the participants, several
factors have been referred to. These factors relate mainly to the desirability
of a particular outcome value or to personal justifications of a particular
behavior with regard to household labour.
The analysis of the participants’ perceptions of their household
labour division revealed that some tasks or relational outcomes are quite
valued. These outcome values linked to a particular family task or to an
effort to maintain good family or marital relationships affect the way spouses
judge the allocation of chores in the household. In other words, in spite of
working for pay, women from this sample are seen as the primary managers
of the household work who do much more household labour than their
husbands and yet, do not complain about their situation.This might be
explained by the fact that many enjoy the positive results of the tasks they do
at home and that concern both the house and family members. Although
housework chores are not rewarding in themselves, many, nonetheless, do
embody certain aspects of care. Gains might be simply felt from cooking a
dish everyone likes or cleaning and arranging the house for one’s family
members. Also, in line with Robinson and Melissa’s (1998) study on
39

Relative resources theory, time availability theory and gender-role ideology
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women’s attitudes toward housework, significant feelings of enjoyment have
been found to be associated with having a neat home. Feelings of reward
might also be achieved when receiving a compliment or a simple nice word
from the spouse for any effort on the wife’s part. These examples show how
the valued outcomes of a particular domestic task allow women to judge an
apparent unequal situation as being acceptable as well as fair. Moreover,
because femininity is commonly thought to emphasize concern and care for
others, it is easily expected that women would be more likely than men to
derive satisfaction and enjoyment from any family-related activity and less
likely to perceive the latter as a burden. Yet, they are likely to be susceptible
to not getting credit for some domestic tasks such as cooking, especially
from the husband. In sum, empathy proved to be more important than
sharing for our female participants.
In addition, participants justified their greater role in household
labour by pointing out to some factors that generally concern women more
than men such as competence of the spouse, usually the wife, in performing
or managing a particular family task, awareness of how much needs to be
done and how often this needs to be performed, or a special ability to carry
out several chores simultaneously. Besides, though some husbands who
volunteered to contribute, some women preferred to perform the tasks
according to their own quality standards, hence the lower reported share, for
example, of men’s involvement. Other justifications of the wives’
willingness to perform more can be an attempt to avoid any possibility of
conflict or disagreement over tasks division in the household that may arise
due to different reasons. One of these reasons is often husbands’ lack of
initiative to perform a particular household chore without being prompted or
reminded or, more, refusal on the husband’s part to take part in domestic
labour at all. Surprisingly, the acceptance of such an inequitable situation has
been perceived as a display of wisdom on the part of wives in that they seek
to maintain a healthy, peaceful and respectful marital life free of conflicts.
This conflict avoidance is mainly found in traditional couples where women
are inclined to avoid the negative consequences of conflict over domestic
tasks despite their feelings of frustration (Hochschild, 1989). Husbands’
hours at the paid work, job demandingness or role in family provision further
served to justify their lesser participation in domestic chores. In other words,
because the perceived social standing of a particular occupation is likely to
affect the social class background, jobs held by men are valued differently
depending on the social status each professional position has. Particularly,
the assumption that the husband’s job is more important than his wife’s still
persists today especially if the latter is pursuing an engaging or sociallyesteemed occupation. This has been repeatedly replicated in the televised
world; the portrayal of men’s occupational roles has often stereotypically
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shown men pursuing careers of high status. Therefore, many wives put their
husband’s career over their own and excuse them from not participating in
family tasks because they claim they work, in general, longer hours and feel
that they cannot work all day at their paid job only to arrive home and be
expected to contribute in housework tasks as well.
Many of these justifications come, therefore, to be in line with the
functionalist perspective, which suggests that segregated gender roles are
beneficial for promoting social stability and smooth running of the family.
However, such subjective justifications do, in fact, limit women’s will to
challenge any unequal division of household labour and promote the
gendered unequal household arrangements.
Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the division of family
tasks among a sample of thirty Moroccan working couples with a particular
focus on women’s larger share. Drawing on data from qualitative in-depth
interviews with the wives, our results provide strong support for the
significance of the distributive justice framework in explaining the extent to
which household labour division, usually unequal, is perceived as being fair
by dual-work couples. Consistent with other previous studies on the issue, it
was found that an uneven distribution of housework did not necessarily
invoke a sense of unfairness; participants were indeed influenced by some
factors they perceive as justifiable and legitimate or by other important
positive outcomes they have been socialized to value while or after
performing domestic tasks.
Hence, because family life and marital relationships are quite
complex, it has often been difficult to draw definite accounts of the
allocation of household labour tasks among dual-earner couples. The current
study, however, widens the research on the topic by being more inclusive of
other emerging personal assessments of household labour division that are
also at play in addition to pragmatic or structural factors and gender
ideologies. Nevertheless, it would be beneficial for these aspects to be
explored in future research to gain a greater understanding of how dualearner couples manage their family labour.
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